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Memory is clearly the key to the kind of painting performed by Marcello Mariani, 
intently at work for many years on a concretion of sedimentations and signs 
analogous to the wall, a wall which is already mythologized as a memorial 
palimpsest from his early Informel, non-representational years. Mariani’s wall is not 
“informal”, though it  comes out of his distant experience of Art Informel through 
solidifications, sedimentations and additions, beyond any straightforward exercise 
in gesture, sign or matter.
It  is a page upon which diverse fragments, pieces of painting and, at times, shreds 
of antique written papers come together in an assemblage that is the beginning 
of a tale - a tale within which memory is the unifying structure.
Through their diverse origins and history, the fragments set up a dense dialogue 
that  hatches the tale’s plot. And his is a secret tale, a silent confession made of 
subtle anxieties, of intimate, sensitive and sensual satisfactions.
It  is, after all, an intimate tale, recognizable in the multiple events-of those diverse, 
competing fragments (often in collage), whose choral flow constitutes the 
painting - thus undoubtedly material - that Mariani composes through a measured 
process, along the distant timelines of sedimentation.
The painting gives out an intense vibration; lyrical, raw, bare, simple in its intimate 
shyness and absolutely authentic, because stirred by nothing other than by 
reaching its own deepest identity.
From his authentic and one might  say even indigenous origins (closed in as he is 
not just by the walls of his studio but also by the mountains of his native L’Aquila), 
Mariani places himself within a very contemporary context of restored lyrical 
values, traced back through signs and material plots that captivate the exponents 
of a new generation today, particularly in Roman circles. In his fifties, he can 
challenge the ideas of this generation from a different outlook: that of one who 
has reached those secluded and intimate results through an inner journey, 
attuned to his own patient curiosity for things, for psychic events as for natural 
ones, for
the astonishing testimonial value of even the most modest and dispersed signs and 
traces, or for the ability to restore antique meanings and antique labours of life 
that have remote alphabets.
Mariani’s painting is confessional, but it is also able to listen. It  weaves a dialogue in 
matter, in the memory of his own collective experience, in an everyday 
environment where stones and walls carry the explicit  signs of both the near and 
the far.
Mariani’s painting of matter is thick with shared humanity, to the point that the 
lyricism he insinuates in it, so insistent  and at times so poignant, is not just individuai 
but belongs to the stamp of a collective imagination.
In fact, one might say that it  incorporates the signs of human experience as much 
as it does the signs of the infinite rhythms of nature.
His pictorial imagery extends from the sound of a single fragment, sometimes just 
the fragment of an object, to great orchestrations where the narrative dialectic 



between different memorial currents is more intense, embodied in signs, specific 
layers and single fragments assembled.
And then one can perceive many possible routes within the painting, as if 
traversing traces of lived emotions along the thread of a palimpsest’s sediments 
and thus reliving them, step by step: authentic signs of an inner history whose roots 
plunge into the remote depths of time.
The richness of colour in these paintings is actually created through such 
sediments, and flares up within a multiplicity of episodes, pursuing the definition of 
forms that sometimes hint at the symbolic, although this is a secret and intimate 
symbolism, almost  impenetrable, even psychically cryptic. Colour then is never first 
hand, instead it  is layered and eroded, it appears in traces, bathed in the 
materiality that it creates.
And it is exactly within this materiality that Mariani’s lyricism unravels its own 
narrative plot.
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